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Save 50%
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  Stagecoach / Single 1oz - $4.95
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Magic / Single 1oz - $4.95
Gold / Single 1oz - $4.95
Naked / Single 1oz - $4.95
Royal Oud / Single 1oz - $4.95
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  Description
        
      
    

  

  Bossman Beard Oil is a great formulation for those looking for an oil that is lighter, yet performs similar to Jelly™ Beard Oil. Easy to get into pores and softens the hair significantly. This kit comes with 5 different scents in 1oz dropper style bottles.



Formulated with a long-lasting scent, our top-rated beard oils will strengthen and soften facial hair, improving the way your beard looks, smells, and feels. Our oils also help relieve the natural itching and irritation that often comes with having a beard. Like the rest of our products, our beard oil for men is made by humans with beards, for other humans with beards. 

STAGECOACH – Our Stagecoach scent blends sweet tobacco, aged bourbon, and rugged leather to create a rich, classic fragrance made for the cowboy in all of us. Inspired by the Old American West, our Stagecoach Beard Kit will make your beard look and smell like what a true gentleman’s beard is supposed to look and smell like.

MAGIC – Our Magic Scent combines sweet notes of vanilla oil and sandalwood for a warm fragrance that brings out bergamot, patchouli, and frankincense accents. Also known as the “original” Bossman scent, our Magic Beard Essentials Kit is ideal for those special occasions when you need to make the smoothest of impressions.

GOLD – Our Gold scent is made with a hint of lemon and an invigorating mix of lavender, bergamot, saffron, and fragrant woods like cedar, spruce, and sandalwood. This nature-inspired scent has an energizing effect that will have you feeling fresh and clean all day long.

HAMMER – Our Hammer scent masterfully combines geranium and lavender with bright hints of vanilla and patchouli to create a strong and invigorating fragrance. This rich scent is perfect for everyday men who like to take matters into their own hands—just like a real “bossman.”

ROYAL OUD - This is for the man that demands presence when he enters the room. Designed for a king, Royal Oud delivers smooth Cedarwood and Bergamot undertones that’s complimented perfectly with hints of lemon, clove, and pepper oils. Smell like royalty, feel like a king with Bossman’s Royal Oud.






Ingredients: Jojoba, soybean oil, sunflower seed oil, beeswax, safflower seed oil, castor seed oil, coconut oil, avocado oil, shea butter, tocopherol.

Directions: Apply 2-3 pumps in palm and massage into skin and beard from root to tip. For best results, apply after washing beard with Bossman Cleansing Conditioner. Once beard is well coated brush to suit with your Bossman Beard Comb or Nylon & Boar Hair Bristle Brush.


            
				
					Our Guarantee
        
      
    

  
					Our all-natural ingredients and kit options ensure there’s a way for any boss - and his beard - to get exactly what they’re looking for. Add Bossman’s Beard Oil to your cart and your beard will be glad you did. we guarantee it or your money back, no questions asked.


				
				
          

            
				
					Scents
        
      
    

  
					
							  	
									stagecoach
								 
								
	
									magic
								 
								
	
									hammer
								 
								
	
									gold
								 
								
	
									naked
								 
								
	
									royal-oud
								 
								


							   
								
								                  
Stagecoach
This Texas-sized blend of rugged leather, sweet tobacco, and aged Bourbon will make your beard look and smell like a gentleman as you belly up to any saloon. Saddle not required.
            
								

							   
								
								                  
Magic
Warm blend of rich Sandalwood and Vanilla oils highlight bergamot, patchouli and frankincense accents. This original scent is perfect for close encounters, special occasions, and days when your beard needs to be as smooth as you are.
            
								

							   
								
								  
Hammer
Every man's scent that just doesn't quit. Geranium and lavender are masterfully mixed with vanilla and patchouli to bring you a strong mechanical smell for the do-it-yourself kind of man.

								

							   
								
								  
Gold
Fresh mix of woods such as Cedar, Spruce, Sandalwood with a hint of Lemon, Bergamot, Lavender, and Saffron Spice gives a clean and invigorating effect. It’s the perfect way to wake up or just feel refreshed throughout your day.

								

							   
								
								  
Naked
No scent required. For the man who wants to sport his own natural scent or favorite cologne with no other scent competing for attention.

								

							   
								
								  
Royal Oud
Designed for a king, Royal Oud’s Cedarwood and Bergamot undertones are complemented with hints of lemon, clove, and pepper oils. This scent is for the Boss who garners attention from all of those around him based on not only his devilishly good looks, but his attitude and accolades as well.
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	What people are saying about Bossman Beard Oil
	
	
        
		
			
				
				
from Chad M
				

				Beard Oil- Just a means to touch up your already awesome beard throughout the day or to supplement into your routine for a morning refresh after a nightly dose of Jelly, the Bossman Beard Oil is an all around necessity in keeping your beard healthy and hydrated.

				
				
					
					
				
			

		

		
		
			
				
				
from Calvin E. S. D
				

				Thick Beard Oil! Great price!- For 15 dollars you get a 2 oz. bottle of of thick beard oil or for $35 you get three 2 oz. bottles -- which if you for through one ounce of beard oil a month you can reduce with beard oil budget to like 70 dollars a year. It's quality product -- natural stuff with no phenoxyethanol. The pump system works well, especially if you are on the go. All the Bossman scents are great and if I had only one complaint and that is I haven't been able to get the regular beard oil in Naked, Gold, or Hammers. But from what I understand -- it's on the way. But great product for a great price.

				
				
					
					
				
			

		

		
		
			
				
				
from Texagonian
				

				You came for the Jelly... But this oil is the best around!! - I picked up a bottle of this on a whim, I have been so happy with this impulse buy. Hands down the best beard oil I have tried, (which is a lot). Great for lazy evenings around the house when you don’t need the hold of the jelly but want to feed the monster with a blast of nutrients. The “Magic” scent is carried over very well here too.
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of reviewers would recommend this product to a friend
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G G.
Reviewed by G G.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product











Rated 5 out of 5








Review posted




Love this stuff




I really like this beard oil. Like any beard oil, you need to get it into the beard and massage it into the skin. I bought the Stagecoach scent to match my colotion. My beard doesn't itch as much as it used to and my skin within my beard feels better.
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Was this helpful?



0 people voted yes




0 people voted no
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Tobias
Reviewed by Tobias






I recommend this product











Rated 4 out of 5








Review posted




4 Stars




The scent profile is consistent with the other products. This is my first time trying the beard oil from Bossman. I typically purchase the beard jelly. So far, I think I prefer the jelly over the oil. But the oil provides the needed skin care and moisture for the beard, as it should.
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Mark W.
Reviewed by Mark W.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product











Rated 5 out of 5








Review posted




Stagecoach beard oil




This is by far my favorite scent ! It works great for the skin under your beard ! I'm very happy with this oil and would definately recomend it to everyone.
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Gary D.
Reviewed by Gary D.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product











Rated 5 out of 5








Review posted




Great Oil




This Beard Oil has a great smell and goes on easy ! It keeps my beard looking good too!
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Primarch 8.
Reviewed by Primarch 8.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product











Rated 5 out of 5








Review posted




Great stuff




Smells good and lasts all day
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